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Yet again another good week of fishing with the rod average still above 6. 
For the next 3 weeks you can fish until 10pm which makes the afternoon and evening permits well 

worth while.  

Looking forward to this weeks bookings with several clubs returning for their annual competition. 

 

 
Excellent evening fishing conditions 

Rod Average  
The rod average for last week was 6.03 with 452 fish caught by 75 anglers. 

 

Best Rainbow/Brown 
There were several large rainbows caught this week. 

Phil Harding caught a 4lb 11oz rainbow, Tony Clever reported a possible 6lb 8oz rainbow and Ian 
Gill lost a 4lb 8oz rainbow which straightened his hook! 
The heaviest brown this week was 2lbs 6oz caught by David Lupton. 

 

Top Spots 
The top spots this week have been Shinningford Creek, Tower Bank, Half moon field, Upperfirlds Bay, 

Millfields & Sailing club island and Watersports island. 

 

Method & Flies 
The most popular fly patterns used this week have mainly black buzzers other popular patterns were daiwl 

bach, bibio, olive damsel, hot head damsel and orange blob. Mostly floating lines have been used this 

week. 

 

Catch Returns – Please help! 
Don’t forget to complete your catch return when you’ve finish fishing. There is a catch return box and pen 

near to the life jacket rack outside the fishery. These returns help us to find out how it is fishing on a daily 

and weekly basis so without your information we can’t pass on the best locations and top tips to our 

customers. They also help to record of how many fish are caught and taken which helps with our all 

important stocking levels! If you are not sure how to fill in your return then catch one of our staff and they 

will give you a hand.  
 

Boats can leave the jetty from 8.30am 
All boats are back to the jetty by 10.00pm 

Please allow a few minutes to return from your fishing spot 
Please note that Carsington is a boat fishing water only. It is advisable that boat bookings are made in 

advance to avoid disappointment. Discounts are available for bookings of 5 or more boats. 

Bookings taken by telephone on 01629 540478 or email flyfishing@carsingtonwater.com 


